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Study Design: Retrospective cohort study.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) in patients with 
spinal diseases determined by roentgen images of the whole spine.
Overview of Literature: Although several studies have investigated the prevalence of DISH in healthy subjects, no detailed data 
have been reported on the prevalence of DISH in patients with degenerative spinal disorders.
Methods: Standing whole-spine roentgen images of 345 consecutive patients who underwent surgery in our hospital were obtained. 
Patients aged <18 years or with congenital spinal disease, metastatic spinal tumors, or inflammatory spinal disease were excluded. In 
total, 281 patients were eligible for inclusion. The presence of DISH was assessed according to Resnick’s criteria and Mata’s scoring 
system. The prevalence, location, and numbers of fused vertebral bodies of DISH were recorded.
Results: DISH was present in 25.6% of patients (72/281). The prevalence of DISH in the 41–49, 50–59, 60–69, 70–79, and ≥80 year 
age groups was 8.3% (2/24), 9.8% (5/51), 16.0% (12/75), 49.5% (48/97), and 33.3% (4/12), respectively; the prevalence increased 
with age. The average number of fused vertebral bodies was 7.5. More than 80% of DISH was located from T7 to T11, and more than 
95% of DISH was located at T9/10. Patients with DISH were significantly older (71.1 years vs. 60.9 years, p<0.05), and men were 
more likely to have DISH than women (p<0.05).
Conclusions: In patients with degenerative spinal diseases with DISH, fused vertebrae were found most frequently in the lower tho-
racic spine, and their prevalence increased with age. DISH may be an age-related skeletal disorder with a higher overall prevalence in 
patients with spinal disorders than that in healthy subjects.
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Introduction

Diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) is a non-
inflammatory disease, with the principal manifestation 
being calcification and ossification of the spinal ligaments 

and regions where tendons and ligaments attach to bone. 
DISH was first described as senile ankylosing hyperostosis 
of the spine by Forestier and Rotes-Querol [1] in 1950. 
During the 1970s, the concept of DISH was extended by 
Resnick et al. [2] to include extraspinal manifestations. 
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They further advocated three sets of classification criteria 
for diagnosing this condition. Although several clinical 
symptoms have been described, including dysphagia, un-
stable spinal fractures, postsurgical heterotropic ossifica-
tion, difficult intubation, difficult gastroscopy, aspiration 
pneumonia, and myelopathy, the most common finding 
during the physical examination is decreased range of spi-
nal motion, particularly thoracic movement [3-6].

The distinctive finding of DISH is flowing linear calci-
fication and ossification along the anterolateral aspects 
of the vertebral bodies in the thoracic spine. Complete 
bridging of the disc space by bone, however, is infrequent 
in the cervical and lumbar spine [7-13]. Fused spinal 
segments can develop at the junction of the fused and 
mobile spine secondary to chronic abnormal stress. This 
complication manifests radiographically as destruction 
of intervertebral disc space and nonunion of vertebral 
fractures, which can lead to neurological disturbances 
[4,14]. Based on the definition of DISH as the radio-
graphic finding of ossification, we hypothesized that the 
condition might be associated with disc degeneration or 
hypertrophy of the ligamentum flavum, leading to spinal 
disorders such as lumbar spinal stenosis. There are few 
reports of an association between DISH and degenerative 

spinal disorders that require spinal surgery, whereas there 
are many published population-based studies that have 
provided reliable evidence for the prevalence of DISH in 
the general population. According to previous reports, 
the prevalence of DISH ranges from 2.9% to 39.0% [1,7-
13]. If the prevalence of DISH in a hospital-based cohort 
of patients who are undergoing spine surgery is higher 
than that from population-based studies, then the pres-
ence of DISH is possible with symptomatic degenerative 
spinal disorders. The purpose of this study was to evalu-
ate the prevalence and distribution of DISH in Japanese 
patients with spinal disorders that required surgery and 
compare the results with those of a previous population-
based study.

Materials and Methods

A total of 345 consecutive patients who underwent surgi-
cal procedures in our hospital were recruited. Patients 
aged <18 years or with congenital spinal disease, meta-
static spinal tumors, or inflammatory spinal disease were 
excluded. All subjects underwent roentgen imaging of 
the whole spine. A total of 281 patients were eligible for 
inclusion (Table 1). The study population was divided into 

Table 1. Characteristics of the study population (n=281)

Level of spinal surgery Surgical procedure

Cervical spine (87) CSM (51) LP (46), PDF (3), ADF (2)

OPLL (11) LP (11)

CDH (6) LP (4) , ADF (2)

Spinal tumor (5) Tumor resection (5)

CSA (2) ADF (2)

Trauma (9) PDF (9)

Thoracic spine (28) Non union of VF (15) VP (13), PDF (2)

OPLL (2) PDF (2)

OYL (3) PD (3)

Spinal tumor (5) Tumor resection (5)

Trauma (3) PDF (2), ADF (1)

 Lumbar spine (166) LSS, DS (122) PD (80) PDF (42)

Spondylosis (6) PDF (6)

LDH (30) Herniotomy (29), PDF (1)

Spinal tumor (7) Tumor resection (7)

CSM, cervical spondylotic myelopathy; LP, laminoplasty; PDF, posterior spinal decompression and fusion surgery; ADF, anterior  spinal decomression 
and  fusion surgery; OPLL, ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament; CDH, Cervical disc herniation; CSA, cervical spondylotic, cervical spon-
dylotic amyotrophy; VF, vertebral fracture; VP, vertebroplasty; OYL, ossification of the yellow ligament; PD, Posterior decompression surgery; LSS, 
lumbar spinal stenosis; DS, degenerative lumbar spondylolisthesis; LDH, lumbar disc herniation. 
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two groups based on the presence or absence of DISH: 
the DISH group, comprising those individuals who were 
diagnosed with DISH according to the modified Resnick’s 
criteria and Mata’s scoring system, and the non-DISH 
group. 

Each patient signed an informed consent to participate 
in this cohort study. The study was approved by the In-
stitutional Review Board of Osaka City University (No. 
3074).

Standing radiographs of the whole spine were routinely 
performed in all 281 participants at baseline. All radio-
graphs were reviewed in consensus by two authors (H.T. 
and K.Y.) with more than 10 years of experience. 

The presence of DISH was assessed according to Resn-
ick’s criteria and Mata’s scoring system. Resnick et al. [2] 
defined DISH as the presence of four or more vertebral 
bodies with continuous ossification of the anterior spinal 
ligaments and the absence of degenerative disc disease. 
Mata et al. [15] developed a scoring system to grade DISH 
from 0 to 3 based on the degree of ossification at each disc 
space level, where 0=no ossification, 1=ossification with-
out bridging, 2=ossification with incomplete bridging, 
and 3=complete bridging of the disc space. In the current 
study, the presence of DISH was defined according to 
Mata et al. [15] as a grade of 3 at three or more consecu-
tive disc space levels regardless of extraspinal manifesta-
tions. We recorded the prevalence, location, and numbers 
of fused vertebral bodies of DISH.

Demographic data of the patients included sex, exact 
age (years), body weight (kg), and height (cm) with ref-
erence to the radiographic assessment data. Weight and 
height were used to calculate the body mass index (BMI) 
(kilograms per square meter). Information on history of 
diabetes mellitus and cardiac disease was obtained from 
self-reports after diagnosis by a physician.

The distribution of baseline characteristics among par-
ticipants with and without DISH was compared using χ2 
tests for categorical variables and t tests for continuous 
variables (significance set at p<0.05). Statistical analysis 
was performed with SPSS ver. 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, 
IL, USA).

Results

1. Prevalence of DISH

Seventy-two of 281 patients were diagnosed with DISH, 

and the overall prevalence of DISH was 25.6%. One hun-
dred sixty-three patients were men (58.0%) and 118 were 
women (42.0%); their mean age was 63.5 years (range, 
20–86 years). The DISH group comprised 49 men (68.1%) 
and 23 women (31.9%); their mean age was 71.1 years 
(range, 37–84 years). The non-DISH group comprised 114 
men (54.5%) and 95 women (45.5%); their mean age was 
60.9 years (range, 20–86 years). The prevalence of DISH in 
the 41–49, 50–59, 60–69, 70–79, and ≥80 year age groups 
was 8.3% (2/24), 9.8% (5/51), 16% (12/75), 49.5% (48/97), 
and 33.3% (4/12), respectively. The prevalence of DISH 
increased with age (Fig. 1).

2. Characteristics of DISH 

Ligamentous ossifications in DISH mainly involved the 
middle and lower thoracic spine. More than 80% of liga-
mentous ossifications in DISH were located from T7 to 
T11. Ninety-six percent of ligamentous ossifications in 
DISH included the T9/10 level (Fig. 2). The average num-
ber of ligamentous ossifications in DISH was 7.5. The 
average numbers of ligamentous ossifications in DISH for 
the 40–49, 50–59, 60–69, 70–79, and ≥80 year age groups 
were 4.5±2.1, 6.2±2.8, 6.6±2.0, 7.4±4.3, and 6.0±3.8, re-
spectively (Fig. 3). The number of ligamentous ossifica-
tions in DISH increased with age.

3.   Between-group differences in demographic charac-
teristics

Demographic characteristics and group comparisons 
between the DISH and non-DISH groups are shown in 

Fig. 1. Bar chart showing the overall percent prevalence of diffuse 
idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis (DISH) according to age. 
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Table 2. The patients with DISH were significantly older 
(71.1 years vs. 60.9 years, p<0.05), and men were more 
likely to have DISH than women. Body weight and BMI 
were significantly higher in the DISH group than in the 
non-DISH group (mean body weight, 62.4 kg vs. 57.9 kg; 
mean BMI, 24.5 kg/m2 vs. 22.9 kg/m2; p<0.05 for both 
comparisons). Although there were no significant cor-
relations between the presence of DISH and the other pa-
rameters, such as diabetes mellitus, cardiac disease, level 
of surgery, and primary spinal disorders, lumbar spinal 
stenosis was more prevalent in patients with DISH who 

were under 65 years of age.

Discussion

We reviewed 281 patients with various types of spinal 
disorders. The overall prevalence of DISH according to 
Resnick’s criteria was 26%, and the prevalence increased 
to 48% in patients who were over 70 years of age. This is 
the first report in which the prevalence of DISH in pa-
tients with spinal disorders was studied using roentgen 
images of the whole spine. The reported prevalence of 
DISH ranges from 2.9% in Korea to 38% in the United 
States, and the overall prevalence of DISH was reportedly 
higher in a predominantly white population over the age 
of 50 years, with lower prevalence rates in black, native 
American, and Asian populations [1,7-13,16-18]. Because 
the clinical manifestations of DISH are minor, most previ-
ous cohort studies used chest radiographs to screen sub-
jects who visited the hospital, regardless of their illness. 
The prevalence depends substantially on the classification 
criteria and screening methods used. Although the patho-
genesis of DISH is not fully understood, several authors 
have proposed that the reported prevalence may well in-
crease in the coming decades because of the relationship 
between DISH and modern lifestyle-related diseases, such 
as obesity and metabolic syndrome [12,19]. 

Fig. 2. Manifestations of diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis per spinal segment in the total study population according to the Mata 
classification.

Fig. 3. Bar chart showing the average number of fused vertebrae in 
the diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis group according to age.
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Three major articles have been published regarding the 
prevalence of DISH in a Japanese study. Kagotani et al. [10] 
conducted a survey, known as the Research on Osteoar-
thritis/Osteoporosis Against Disability (ROAD) study, 
using a population-based cohort in Japan. They reported 
that radiographically the prevalence of DISH was 10.8% 
(22.0% in men and 4.8% in women). They also reported 
that the prevalence of DISH was significantly higher in 
older participants and was significantly associated with 
lumbar spondylosis and severe knee osteoarthritis [10]. 
Fujimori et al. [9] reported that the prevalence of DISH in 
self-paying participants in a preventive cancer screening 
by computed tomography (CT) was 12% (16.0% in men 
and 6.2% in women). Hirasawa et al. [8] investigated the 

prevalence of DISH by both reconstructed CT and plain 
radiography of the breast. They found that the prevalence 
of DISH based on CT was 27.1%, which was higher than 
that found by radiography. Compared with these previ-
ous reports, the higher prevalence of DISH reported here 
was likely due to the subjects’ older age and the fact that 
we investigated only patients with spinal disorders. We 
considered that it was important to investigate the preva-
lence of DISH in a selected population that requires spinal 
surgery, because the specific biomechanical condition of 
DISH could influence the selection of treatment.

Most clinical symptoms of DISH are mild, although 
complaints such as dysphagia and airway obstruction at 
the cervical level and serious complications, including 

Table 2. Differences between the DISH group and non-DISH group (n=281)

Baseline characteristic DISH group (n=72) Non-DISH group (n=209) p-value

Age (yr)    71.1 (8.6)     60.9 (14.6) <0.001

Height (cm)  159.6 (9.4)   158.8 (10.0) 0.586

Weight (kg)      62.4 (13.3)     57.9 (11.9) 0.009

Body mass index     24.5 (3.8)   22.8 (3.5) 0.001

Sex, men         49 (68.1)      114 (54.5) 0.045

Diabetes mellitus

   Age<65 yr      1/10 (10.0) 12/105 (11.4) 0.891

   Age>65 yr    15/62 (24.2) 18/104 (17.3) 0.282

Cardiac disease

   Age<65 yr      3/10 (30.0) 16/105 (15.2) 0.230

   Age>65 yr    32/62 (51.6) 41/104 (39.4) 0.126

Level of spinal surgery 0.162

   Cervical spine   16   71

    Thoracic spine     9   19

    Lumbar spine   47 119

OPLL or OYL

   Age<65 yr      2/10 (20.0) 7/105 (6.7) 0.133

   Age>65 yr    3/62 (4.8) 3/104 (2.9) 0.514

Non union of VF

   Age<65 yr 0/10 (0) 1/104 (0.9) 0.097

   Age>65 yr    6/62 (9.7) 7/105 (6.7) 0.555

LSS

   Age<65 yr      5/10 (50.0) 28/104 (26.9) 0.124

   Age>65 yr    37/62 (59.7) 56/105 (53.3) 0.519

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation or number (%).
DISH, diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis; OPLL, ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament; OYL, ossification of the yellow liga-
ment; VF, Vertebral fracture; LSS, Lumbar spinal stenosis.
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myelopathy and unstable thoracolumbar fractures after 
trauma, are being reported with increasing frequency [3-
5,20]. Not only acute injury but also chronic, continuous 
stress at the junction of fused and nonfused sites of the 
spine in DISH can cause spinal disorders such as non-
union of the vertebral body and lumbar spinal stenosis 
(LSS). Quagliano et al. [14] suggested that there were two 
types of symptomatic intervertebral pseudarthrosis with 
DISH: that which occurred after acute fracture and that 
which was the result of cumulative stress at the junction of 
mobile and immobile vertebral segments. Miyamoto et al. 
[21] also noted that patients with an intervertebral space 
associated with DISH presented with severe back pain 
in the absence of a history of trauma. Although a cross-
sectional study cannot evaluate cause and effect, the mag-
nified load relative to that of the nonfused lower lumbar 
segments might affect the onset, or increase the severity, 
of degeneration and LSS.

The management of spinal disorders with DISH re-
mains a formidable challenge that requires a thorough un-
derstanding of DISH-specific biomechanics of the spine 
and the mechanism of injury as it relates to the concept 
of spinal stability. There are several treatment precautions 
for spinal disorders with DISH. The first precaution is to 
avoid increased stress or hypermobility at the adjacent 
segment of the fused spine. Numerous biomechanical 
studies have confirmed that the fusion process imposes 
significant amounts of stress at the adjacent segment [22-
24]. Important factors leading to adjacent-segment mo-
tion, stress, and degenerative changes after fusion surgery 
include stiffness, sagittal alignment, and the number of 
fused segments. Considering these factors, we chose a 
relatively long fusion area to enable us to obtain sufficient 
stability against the large forces undoubtedly being applied 
to the junction of the mobile and immobile spine seg-
ments. Caron et al. [6] recommended posterior segmental 
fixation extending a minimum of three levels above and 
below the injury for vertebral fractures in patients with 
DISH. Although there are few reports of surgical strate-
gies for LSS with DISH, Chi et al. [25] reported that 
posterior lumbar interbody fusion may be an option for 
surgical treatment of symptomatic nonunited lumbar seg-
ments at the caudal end of a fused spine in patients with 
DISH who are unresponsive to conservative treatment. 
Otsuki et al. [26] investigated patients with surgery-free 
survival or the need for further surgery for pseudarthrosis 
and/or adjacent segment disease after short-segment lum-

bar interbody fusion. They reported that DISH and two-
level fusion were significant independent predictors of the 
need for further surgery, even if ossification is seen only 
in the thoracic to upper lumbar region [26]. Long fusion 
may be one of the surgical strategies for spinal disorders 
with DISH; however, the problem would remain that long 
fusion might decrease the mobile spinal segment of DISH. 

The second precaution is that the fused spine is more 
prone to fracture than a normal spine [27]. These fused 
segments, which are pathognomonic for AS and DISH, 
act as long lever arms that increase the forces applied to 
the spine, which, in many instances, may already be os-
teoporotic secondary to abnormal bone production [28]. 
Paravertebral calcifications of DISH may lead to overes-
timation of bone mineral density (BMD) values by dual-
energy X-ray absorptiometry. Several studies, however, 
have documented an increased risk of vertebral fractures 
in people with DISH [4,6,27,29,30]. Diederichs et al. [27]
found that decreased BMD in patients with DISH could 
contribute to an increased risk of vertebral fractures. We 
should consider that the holding power of screws in the 
vertebrae of patients with DISH may decrease with de-
creasing BMD.

The third precaution is that the population of patients 
with DISH includes individuals of advanced age. We 
should consider that DISH is also associated with verte-
bral osteoporosis and the risk of complications associated 
with the extensive surgery. Considering the potential 
increase in the prevalence of DISH, we should pay atten-
tion to this condition when we create a treatment plan for 
patients with spinal disorders.

This study has several limitations. First, because it was 
a cross-sectional study of patients with spinal disorders 
who required spinal surgery and we did not have data on 
healthy subjects, we compared our data with those from 
previous reports. Although a cross-sectional study cannot 
evaluate cause and effect, our results show that the pres-
ence of DISH is possible with the onset of LSS. Second, 
the sample size of this study was not sufficient for general-
izability. Further studies based on a larger sample should 
be performed to confirm the present results. Third, the 
prevalence of DISH depends substantially on the classifi-
cation criteria and screening methods used. It is possible 
that a radiography-based study might find a lower preva-
lence than would a CT-based study [8]. Further studies 
based on whole-spine CT should be performed to confirm 
the present results. A radiography-based study, however, 
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might be more useful than a CT-based study because of 
the lower radiation dose and greater convenience of radi-
ography.

Conclusions

DISH begins at the lower level of the thoracic spine, and 
its prevalence increases with age. DISH may be an age-
related skeletal disorder with an overall prevalence higher 
in patients with spinal disorders than in healthy subjects.
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